
Black Lives Matter Lesson Plans for Day 1 and Day 2

Hongshan Zhang, FDHS

Standards
CCSS.HSS-IC.A 2 Decide if a specified model is consistent with results from a given data-

generating process, e.g., using simulation. For example, a model says a spinning coin falls

heads up with probability 0.5. Would a result of 5 tails in a row cause you to question the
model?
CCSS 9-10 RH 1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.
CCSS 9-10 RH 5 Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key points or advance an
explanation or analysis.
CCSS 9-10 RH 6 Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the
same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their
respective accounts.
CCSS 9-10 RH 8 Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the
author's claims.

BLM Principles
BLM.CV Collective Value: Valuing all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual
identity, gender identity, gender
expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, immigration
status, or location Teachers'
Democracy Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.BV Black Villages: Disrupting the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure
requirement by supporting each other as
extended families and "villages" that collectively care for one another Teachers' Democracy
Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.LE Loving Engagement: Embodying and practicing justice, liberation, and peace in our
engagements with one another Teachers' Democracy Project Black Lives Matter



Monday, February 1st, 2021

Objective: Students learn the history of ancient African Mathematics from online
resources to understand the contribution of Mathematics from ancient Africa.

Materials:
http://www.taneter.org/math.html#google_vignette
And other online resources

Procedure/Strategies
1) Do Now: List three contributions of Mathematics from Africa-American community or
list three black mathematicians that you know.
2) Activity: Let students read the introduction part of ancient African Mathematics on
measuring and counting, fraction and geometry from website:
http://www.taneter.org/math.html#google_vignette
3) Student sharing: Which ancient African Mathematics contributions is more important?
Why?

Assessment/Check for Understanding
Each students submit 1/2 sentences to summarize what they learned from readying today.

Reading Document:









Let students to understand the contributions of Africans to our current content: Algebra.







Tuesday, February 2nd, 2021

Objective: Students learn the contributions of Africans to Arithmetic and Algebra which is
their current learning subject.

Materials:
articles from blackvoicnews.comAnd other online resources,
Article: Africans Invented Arithmetics and Algebra (2006)
https://blackvoicenews.com/2006/08/27/africans-invented-arithmetic-and-algebra

Procedure/Strategies
1) Do Now: Answer: Who invented Arithmetic and Algebra ? Students use google to earch
for answer and ready to share..
2) Activity: Read the article from blackvoicnews.com about Africans Invented Arithmetics

and Algebra and have a discussion on the Africans’ contribution on Arithmetics and

Algebra
https://blackvoicenews.com/2006/08/27/africans-invented-arithmetic-and-algebra.

3)Discussion: Based on their research and the article they read in class,, who do you think
invented Arithmetic and Algebra? What evidence do you have?

Assessment/Check for Understanding
Each students use 2/3 sentences to summarize who they think invented Arithmetic and
Algebra and explain why.

Reading Document:

https://blackvoicenews.com/2006/08/27/africans-invented-arithmetic-and-algebra
https://blackvoicenews.com/2006/08/27/africans-invented-arithmetic-and-algebra






Black Lives Matter Lesson Plans for Day 3 and Day 4
Hongshan Zhang, FDHS

Standards
CCSS.HSS-IC.A 2 Decide if a specified model is consistent with results from a given data-
generating process, e.g., using simulation. For example, a model says a spinning coin falls

heads up with probability 0.5. Would a result of 5 tails in a row cause you to question the
model?
CCSS 9-10 RH 1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.
CCSS 9-10 RH 5 Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key points or advance an
explanation or analysis.
CCSS 9-10 RH 6 Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the
same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their
respective accounts.
CCSS 9-10 RH 8 Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the
author's claims.

BLM Principles
BLM.CV Collective Value: Valuing all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual
identity, gender identity, gender
expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, immigration
status, or location Teachers'
Democracy Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.BV Black Villages: Disrupting the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure
requirement by supporting each other as
extended families and "villages" that collectively care for one another Teachers' Democracy
Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.LE Loving Engagement: Embodying and practicing justice, liberation, and peace in our
engagements with one another Teachers' Democracy Project Black Lives Matter

Wednesday, February 3rd, 2021



Objective: Students understand the Modern history of Blacks in Mathematics based on
the evidence they found from online resources.

Materials:
http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/madhist.html

Procedure/Strategies
1) Do Now: Answer: Name two greatest Black Mathematician in Modern history ?
Students use google to search for answer and ready to share..

2) Group Activity: Students read the articles about the Modern history of Blacks in
Mathematics From the website: http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/madhist.html in
groups and share their thinking about who the greatest black Mathematician is in their
opinions.

3)Discussion: Each group share the names of their favorite black mathematicians and
explain why.

Assessment/Check for Understanding
Each students use 1/2 sentences to summarize the contributions of their favorite
mathematicians.

Document:

http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/madhist.html
http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/madhist.html






Thursday, February 4th, 2021

Objective: Learn the main idea of the book, Radical Equations by black author Robert
Moses and connect to the study of math equations.

Materials:
Several chapters of the book, Radical Equations by Robert Moses.

Procedure/Strategies
1) Do Now: Solve a simple Radical Equation and share the solution.
2)Group Activity: Each group select one chapter of the book to read and share the main
idea of the book on a poster

3) Student do a galaxy walk to look at other group’s posters and leave comments.

Assessment/Check for Understanding
Each students submit 1/2 sentences to explain the connection of the book to their study
today.

Reading Document:

















Black Lives Matter Lesson Plan for Day 5

Hongshan Zhang, FDHS

Standards
CCSS.HSS-IC.A 2 Decide if a specified model is consistent with results from a given data-

generating process, e.g., using simulation. For example, a model says a spinning coin falls

heads up with probability 0.5. Would a result of 5 tails in a row cause you to question the
model?
CCSS 9-10 RH 1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.
CCSS 9-10 RH 5 Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key points or advance an
explanation or analysis.
CCSS 9-10 RH 6 Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the
same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their
respective accounts.
CCSS 9-10 RH 8 Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the
author's claims.

BLM Principles
BLM.CV Collective Value: Valuing all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual
identity, gender identity, gender
expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, immigration
status, or location Teachers'
Democracy Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.BV Black Villages: Disrupting the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure
requirement by supporting each other as
extended families and "villages" that collectively care for one another Teachers' Democracy
Project Black Lives Matter
BLM.LE Loving Engagement: Embodying and practicing justice, liberation, and peace in our
engagements with one another Teachers' Democracy Project Black Lives Matter



Friday, February 5th, 2021

Objective: Students learn the history of ancient African Mathematics from online
resources to understand the contribution of Mathematics from ancient Africa.

Materials:
Posters
Pen/Pencils

Procedure/Strategies
1) Do Now: How do your experiences relate to what you have learned this past week?
2) Activity: Students write one/two paragraph essay to summarize the 3 major
resonances they got from the last four lessons. And share it to class.
3) Three question to address in the essay:

What is new to you?
What is the major contributions of black community on Mathematics
What is the connection to your current study of mathematics.

Assessment/Check for Understanding
Students submit their modified essay to teacher to get grades.


